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Support Berkshire RABI Charity…..

String & Wrap
Please contact Steve for a quote on string

and bale wrap you will need for the
summer season. We can get prices
through AF from their various suppliers.
Some prices have extended credit terms
available.

Fuel – Forward Buying
We are at present getting prices from
our fuel suppliers for Forward buying
fuel for over the harvest period – July –
September.
If you would be interested in Forward
buying for this harvest season please
contact Steve at the Ring Office to
discuss prices.

Reminder
To book tickets please email Dorothy at secretary@rebaa.co.uk and
quote ‘RABI’ on booking.

AF Electric Reads need to be input on the
website or given to us in the office by the
15th of each month.

The RABI will receive a donation for every ticket booking using our
reference.

Water Reads are due in by the 20th of the
Month.

You will be able to pay for tickets by cash or cheque on the day.

Dates for the Diary
June
20th
23rd

NADAS BBQ & Cricket Match, Woodland st Mary
REBBA Polo @ White Waltham Polo Club

July
6th
NADAS Cocktail Party, Inholmes Estate
th
th
9 – 11
Great Yorkshire Show, Harrogate
August
1st
Deadline for Spreading Organic manure on sandy
or shallow in NVZ
31st
Deadline for drilling catch crops on EFA

For Sale
Dry Silage
Quadrants Available – 100 plus bales HP7- Bucks area

Hay
Good quality Meadow hay, 2018 season available

Wrap and String
Prices are now available from Steve in the office,
deferred payment available until September 2019.
All Silage operations available.

Do you need your grain store
fumigated??
Time is moving on and harvest will soon be
here…….

Please do connect to the Facebook page Thames & Kennet
Machinery Ring – as we get busier we will post adverts and
offers on our page a lot more in order to help advertise the
Ring to those not involved as the newsletter only goes to
members via email at the moment.
More interaction with the facebook page helps inform
people what the Ring does and how we can help therefore
will help generate work for our suppliers.
We still have two face book pages the old one is still around
as it has a fair number of followers, however we always
post items onto the new page created alongside our
website back in 2015.
Just remember to tag the Machinery Ring in any posts
where you are working with us it all helps with the
promotion.

https://www.facebook.com/tkmachineryring
Training Courses
/ Berks and Oxon Training
West
June
25th

Driver CPC

July
8th
11th
15th
17th

PA1 Foundation module
PA1 NPTC Assessment
PA6 Knapsack Sprayer
PA6 NPTC Assessment

Please do call in plenty of time to get booked in to
have your grain store cleaned/fumigated before
harvest.

August
1st
Tractor driving (13-15yr old)
2nd
Tractor Driving (16-21yr old)
6th & 7th Lantra 2 day Chainsaw
19th & 20th
Lantra 2 day chainsaw
th
29
One day emergency first aid

We have a couple of members able to supply this
service so please contact us as soon as possible to
arrange a quote or to book a date in.

Kennet & Thames Training

Job Opportunity
A member is recruiting for a full time tractor driver
doing 1500hr’s plus a year. Must be able to drive a
tractor and operate a loader confidentially. Full,
clean driving licence required. Single
accommodation available. Good rates of pay. Near
Theale.
If you are interested in the above position please
contact the Ring Office for more information.

June
17th

Chainsaw Maintenance & Cross cut

Hampshire Training
June
17th
19th
20th
21st
27/28th

Abrasive Wheels
PA1a safe use of pesticides
Ladders and Manual Handling
PA1 boomed sprayer
Lantra Maintenance & cross cutting

July
4th
5th

Telehandler
Lantra Brushcutter

As with all prices AF prices do vary weekly
so please do remember to check the pump
price before filling up.

122.41ppl
Inc VAT

For more information on taking out a fuel
card with AF please call the Ring Office.

Game Rearing Supplies from AF

Outdoor King Feeders
King Feeders are the most popular &
best available in the UK. They are
durable, easy to clean & assemble.
They have a capacity of 25kg with a pan
diameter of 480 mm & a depth of
75mm. These outdoor feeders also
feature the black heavy duty rain
covers by they can double up as an
indoor feeder by removing the covers,
& either hung or used on the floor.

Jumbo Release Pen Netting

Game Feed

Jumbo mesh is an excellent alternative
to traditional wire netting. It is easy to
handle & erect, will not rust & is very
strong. This netting features 2” x 2”
holes.

We are able to source game feed
from Duffields, ForFarmers, GLW,
Heygates & A-One. Pheasant,
Partidge, medicated, holding
pellets, grower, reaers, etc.

It is a semi-rigid, ultra violet stabilised
black polypropylene netting and weighs
80 grams per square metre. It is often
used to increase the height of a release
pen, with wire on the bottom half.

AF can source bird puller
supplements to keep you birds at
the feeders.

For prices on any of the above please contact the Ring office. All prices provided are subject to a 2.65% levy.

Silage Additive from AF
AF are able to offer a range of silage additives,
includingBrands are Ecosyl, Sil-All, Pioneer, Advance,
Promyr
For more information of a quote please call the Ring
office.

With Harvest approaching……
Reminders – Insurance/Risk
Assessments/Good Practice


Every member needs to ensure adequate insurance
cover is in place, whether you are a supplier or
demander to the ring.



It is good practice to ensure a risk assessment/ method
statement is requested from any supplier working for
you ahead of job commencement (your insurers may
require this in the event of a claim).






Ensure machinery is always returned clean and full of
fuel (as per hire arrangements)
If you undertake work that require certification, please
ensure your operators hold the appropriate documents.
Upon hiring a machine, in most cases, you will need to
arrange appropriate insurance cover for the length of
time the machine/equipment is on your premises. It is
your responsibility to phone the ring and off hire the
machine when you’ve finished the job.

Fuel Cards via TKMR – with
Diesel 24
TKMR Members can access Free Cards and a vast selection
of buying options for your businesses.
No Contract “Pay as you buy”
Esso – Fixed Weekly Rate

UK Fuels – Fixed Weekly Rate

Texaco - Fixed Weekly Rate

Keyfuels – Fixed Weekly Rate

Shell Cards – Multiple options for cards, some with fixed
rates and some with multiple Fuel Company’s availability.

One Member has signed today and saved 7ppl on his local
Esso Station price.

Please call the office for more details and we will put you in
touch with Diesel 24 to discuss the best option for you and
verify your TKMR membership with them..

June
Agronomy thoughts……
Looking to the future and the impending decisions that we will shortly be turning our minds to; next year’s cropping, which will
undoubtedly be a hot topic of conversation, do we still grow winter oil seed rape? I’m guessing we all have a view on this, so
for what it’s worth here are mine.
Cabbage stem flea beetle (psylliodes chrysocephalus) has had a major impact on the production of WOSR this season and to
some extent last season. With the rise of resistance to insecticides and the demise of neonicotinoids this could spell doom in
the immediate future, although in some circumstances I would take the risk. This would have to be a farming risk not a
financial one. Crop establishment will be king but without the spend up front, which has traditionally burdened the farm preChristmas. A question I shall be raising at Cereals this year will be ‘the plant breeding program’ and as to whether we have
bred out glycosylates at our own cost? As this makes the plant unpalatable or if there is any data to suggest varietal response
to infestations.
So how is this achievable? If certain criteria are met then just perhaps, we can keep this valuable break crop in the rotation. In
the first instance those of you who have a close rotation are most probably at the higher end of the risk factors (a given right)
so good husbandry will be key. Do not destroy OSR volunteers in the harvested crop, use this crop as a capture crop for CSFB
and interestingly also as a green manure. As we can’t or rather we have very little effect controlling CSFB perhaps we can have
a bigger impact on their environment i.e. not giving them a reason to move house. It has also come to my attention that there
seems to be unaffected areas within fields, and that these seem to correlate with compacted areas, headlands and last
season’s tramlines. And of course, this would ring true, as we know that as with all insects, they have no desire to be exposed
any longer than is totally necessary. Flat rolling could be the answer stopping their ability to move into the soil profile and
therefore not giving them an environment they feel comfortable with. As always, farm what’s in front of you on the day, and
make that decision based on soil structure.
I have had very good results from auto casting using a pneumatic avadex applicator into a standing crop with conventional
home saved seed @ 5 to 7 Kgha. There are never the less rules you need to apply before trying this method and you will have
roughly, a ten-day window to do this. If the standing crop is not removed by day ten, then it runs a risk of failing as the small
seed has very little reserves to rely on and needs to photosynthesise shortly after germination. The standing crop acts as a
potential shelter from the CSFB, but also has a micro climate to aid germination or at least get the process started. It is also
advisable to auto cast a larger area than is required, with the view to select and keep those crops that are viable, to keep your
rotation healthy. It is also interesting that there is very little weed competition due to the nil/zero till nature of the application,
not good for the chemical boys but there it is. The machinery ring is able to help out here if you wish to try this method,
although I believe the largest applicators are 24M so this could be tricky on wide tramlines.
For those of you who indulge in a spot of country file watching. You may have picked up on Julian Little’s (Bayer Crop
Science’s) comment, that there will hopefully be a replacement to the lost neonicotinoid seed treatments. The material in
question here is Flupyradifurone and for those of you who like your actives it is a butenolide, not likely to have the same effect
as the neonic’s but it will have some effect on CSFB. Studies have been conducted on flea beetle and aphid control in tobacco
crops, so it looks promising, it’s just a bit of a shame we are unlikely to see its registration complete for this coming season,
fingers crossed for the future though.
There are a few other tricks you could apply if you still wish to give WOSR a go, drilling dates and looking over the hedge! If
your neighbour has just destroyed a volunteer crop next door it’s probably best to avoid drilling the neighbouring field for a
while, if at all. Try to stagger your drilling date to give yourself a spread betting scenario, I know this is all in an ideal scenario
but worth a try. There have also been companion crops suggested as a method of getting OSR established while acting as a
deterrent/fumigant. Clearfield varieties could be worth a try specials in combination with cover crops (white mustard)? To my
mind the jury is still out on this one. After all is said and done moisture is going to be a deciding factor at drilling, giving the
crop the ability to get off to a flying start.
Best of luck with the harvest.
Tony Bayliss- Total Agronomy
Article Supplied 10th June 2019

Sat Nav Nabbers – Make sure you are covered

Following recent media reports of increased satellite navigation equipment theft, rural insurers are urging all farmers to
check they have adequate cover on their prize possessions.
With vehicle crime an ever present topic in the farming press, recent stories have shown it’s not just tractors or ATVs thieves
are after. Valuable satellite navigation and steering equipment can be more easily traded on the black market and make for
easy profits.
Oliver Burns, Commercial Executive at County Insurance Services, said: “When reviewing your insurance, ensure you have
adequate cover either on your farm combined or agricultural vehicle policy for these valuable and complex items. If the
system or just the screen is movable then it may be best to specify it under a Business All Risks section. If it’s fully integrated
then you should ensure that the replacement values on the agricultural vehicles are sufficient to cover not only a
replacement vehicle but also any accessories such as integrated monitors.”
He added: “Remember to include the value of software in monitors when working out a new for old replacement. While
some of the units can be £5000 or more, the software inside can substantially increase the final replacement value.”
County visited their local Farrols dealership and agricultural engineer to learn more about this pressing issue facing farmers.
Attendees learnt about the different types of systems on offer and how they can be protected.
When considering your own farm, measures you can take include:







Purchasing Activation Keys or Software that enables mobile tracking of the equipment
Extra PIN protections as a keypad or lock for the device,
Installing metal bracket locks to deter removal
Remove the dome where possible if the vehicle is left in an isolated location
Storing vehicles in buildings overnight where possible
Follow standard practice and ensure vehicles are locked and keys removed

Written by
Oliver Burns
County Insurance Services

TKMR assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in the content of any articles within the newsletter supplied by outside sources.

